


For over 40 years, Fantagraphics has published the very best comics and graphic novels that the medium has to offer. 
Our mission is to celebrate great cartooning in all of its incarnations, from the form’s early luminaries to contemporary 
artists currently forging the future of visual storytelling. Not content to rest on our laurels and extensive roster of 
talented artists, we constantly seek out fresh voices from across the globe. Thus, we honor the rich history of comics 
while providing a platform for bold new stories, styles, and perspectives that push the boundaries of the medium. 
Fantagraphics remains peerless in our commitment to be the publisher of the world’s greatest cartoonists. 

Find out more about Fantagraphics books, cartoonists, and upcoming events on website fantagraphics.com, our 
blog fantagraphics.com/flog, and on social media @fantagraphics.  

Since 1976
Publisher of the World’s Greatest Cartoonists

“It’s hard to overstate the revolutionary transformation Fantagraphics 
has helped bring to comics over its four decades.” — NPR

“Since the mid-1970s, Fantagraphics has published a large and varied 
line, with new works and classic reprints, and has fought to establish 
comic books as a form of high art.” — The New York Times

“Fantagraphics has consistently published America’s most important 
comics artists.” — TIME

“Fantagraphics publishes the best comics in the world.” — Wired

“Fantagraphics is at the forefront of publishing the most well-sought 
after, critically acclaimed, and creatively inspiring work in the field.” 

— Complex

“One of the foremost publishers of comics, graphic novels and related 
works in the world.” — Publishers Weekly



$14.99 Paperback
Comics & Graphic Novels /  

Media Tie-In
176 pages, black and white, 6" × 8"
Territory: E • CQ: 36
ISBN 978-1-68396-331-8

• Season one of the Netflix series 
adaptation starring Sophia Lillis (It ) 
debuts in Q1 2020 from the director 
of The End of the FXXXing World and 
production team behind Stranger 
Things

• Age Range: 14 and up

• National consumer advertising 
campaign

• Targeted bookseller outreach

• Targeted social media & newsletter 
outreach

• Co-op available

I AM NOT OKAY WITH THIS 
(NETFLIX SERIES TIE-IN EDITION)
By CharleS ForSmaN

From the creator of The End of the FXXXing World

Sydney seems like a normal, rudderless 15-year-old freshman. She hangs 
out underneath the bleachers, blasts music in her friend’s car, and gets into 
arguments with her annoying little brother. But she also has a few secrets 
she’s only shared in her diary—like how she’s in love with her best friend, 
the bizarre death of her war veteran father, and those excruciatingly painful 
telekinetic powers that keep popping up at the most inopportune times.

The creator of the critically heralded graphic novel The End of the FXXXing 
World, Charles Forsman once again expertely channels teenage ethos in a 
style that evokes classic comics strips while telling a powerful story about the 
intense, and sometimes violent, tug of war between trauma and control. I Am 
Not Okay With This comments on familial strain, sexual confusion, and PTSD 
in his signature straight-faced-but-humorous style and firmly stakes his place 
among the world’s best cartoonists.

CharleS ForSmaN lives in Adams, ma.

“Forsman’s conclusion exerts a continued, nagging pressure once the book is through, hovering 
on the edge of your consciousness... It may be the only way to wind up a story that lurches so 
unpredictably from the ordinary to the ominous.” — NPR: Books

“A vision of what the X-Men mythology might be like for a mutant who never got that reassuring 
visit from Professor X. This rocky journey it is as insightful as it is brutal.” — Vulture

CHARLES FORSMAN

NETFLIX TIE-IN EDITION COVER TO COME, 

FEATURING SOPHIA LILLIS!

ALSO AVAILABLE:

The End of the FXXXing World
$19.99 Hardcover
ISBN 978-1-60699-983-7
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$24.99 Paperback Original
Comics & Graphic Novels / Historical 

Fiction
240 pages, black and white, 7 ¾" × 10 ¼" 
Territory: E • CQ: 20
ISBN: 978-1-68396-322-6

• Age Range: 16 and up

• National review coverage & off the 
book page features

• Targeted bookseller outreach

• Targeted librarian & educator 
outreach 

• Promotion at ALA Midwinter & PLA

• Targeted social media & newsletter 
outreach

• Advance Reading Copies

• Co-op available

WINDOWS ON THE WORLD
By RoBerT MaIler ANDerSoN, ZaCk ANDerSoN, aND JoN SaCk

Exploring the grief of loss and the harsh realities of living 
undocumented, set against a New York City in mourning.

When two planes crash into the Twin Towers on September 11, 2001, a family 
is shattered. The father, living in NyC to support his loved ones in Mexico, 
had been bussing tables at the famous Windows on the World restaurant the 
day tragedy struck. The family hears no word for weeks and begins to despair. 
Refusing to give up hope, however, they send young Fernando on a quixotic 
mission across the border to find his father and bring him home. Along the 
way, he experiences a warm embrace from fellow immigrants and a cold 
shoulder from The City That Never Sleeps.

Based on the story of the 2019 film, Windows on the World is a sensitive 
portrayal of a family in mourning and effectively personalizes the grief felt by 
an entire nation. The book pulls no punches, revealing how cruelly the U.S. 
can treat undocumented immigrants. Told with empathy and nuance, this 
emotionally resonant story reflects on how the pains of our recent past have 
shaped the character of America. 

roBerT maIler aNDerSoN (Boonville) is a San Francisco Library Laureate as well 
as a novelist, screenwriter, producer, and activist. zaCk aNDerSoN is a writer 
living in Northern California. JoN SaCk is a US- and UK-based artist and writer 
whose comic books include La Lucha and Iraqi Oil For Beginners.

“Robert Mailer Anderson and Jon Sack, with their graphic novel Windows on the World, gives us a 
much needed and fresh look at Latinx life.” — Ishmael Reed

“Jon Sack's graphic novel rendition of the Andersons’ tale more than stands on its own two feet—
it’s a stirring piece of narrative art, with a graphic eloquence conveying both intensity and true 
compassion.” — Jonathan Lethem
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$19.99 Hardcover
Comics & Graphic Novels / 

Nonfiction / Biography & Memoir
128 pages, full-color, 7" × 9 ¾"
Territory: E • CQ: 48
ISBN 978-1-68396-324-0

• Age Range: 16 and up

• National review coverage

• Targeted bookseller outreach

• Targeted librarian & educator 
outreach 

• Promotion at ALA Midwinter & PLA

• Targeted social media & newsletter 
outreach

• Advance Reading Copies

• Co-op available

THE WINTER OF THE CARTOONIST
By PaCo RoCa

In the aftermath of the Spanish Civil War and WWII, five 
extraordinary cartoonists decide to rebel.

In 1957, Editorial Bruguera was one of Spain’s largest publishing houses, 
putting out hugely popular weekly magazines and comics for young and 
old. They also domineeringly retained all rights and creative control of their 
artists’ work. Thoroughly researched by the 2017 Eisner Award nominee and 
Spanish comics superstar Paco Roca, The Winter of the Cartoonist investigates 
the true story of five cartoonists who, spurred by poor working conditions, 
arbitrary editorial edicts, and nationwide dictatorial rule, went searching 
for a life-affirming creative freedom. These cartoonists had all just suffered 
under the Civil War (some even fighting on the losing side) and responding 
to the dark times caused by the Franco regime, left their stable positions at 
Bruguera as a group to start their own magazine, Tio Vivo, and achieve greater 
freedom. Little did they know that the corporation had heard about their 
plans and began actively trying to thwart their distribution and publishing 
efforts, turning their battle into a real-life David and Goliath tale. Critics 
will no doubt draw parallels between Roca’s story and events in the history of 
American comics publishing.

Paco Roca returns with another moving graphic novel that combines a fresh 
look at historical events with humor, compassion, and narrative mastery. The 
Winter of the Cartoonist provides historical context and short profiles of these 
artists — all prideful, enterprising, restless — as they serve as perfect everyday 
heroes for all of those who have chased a dream, no matter how high the 
obstacles that stand in front of them.

PaCo roCa is a cartoonist from Valencia, Spain. 

“A remarkable graphic novel of today that speaks with love of the comics of yesterday.” 
— Rockdelux

“Roca’s visual style is an appealing, effective amalgamation of cartoonishness and realism … 
distinguished by its gentle humor and sympathetic if ultimately unsparing compassion.”

— Booklist

They’re here, 
Mr. González.

8 9

Ha ha… 
I honestly 
thought 

about giving 
up.

Yeah, it’s 
been a 

difficult 
birth.

And we nearly 
bankrupted 

our patrons.

Well, we’ve had to 
tighten our belts too. 
So much for that SEAT 
600 I wanted to buy.

But we’ve 
almost made 

it now.

You can 
always get 
yourself a 

Vespa.

Can you picture 
me riding a Vespa?

Ha ha!

Did you think 
of a joke?

See that 
guy at the 

bar?

The gloomy 
looking one?

Yeah, 
him!
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For more books by Paco Roca, 
 see page 25.
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$22.99 Harcover
Comics & Graphic Novels / Nonfiction / 

Biography & Memoir
128 pages, black and white, 11" × 8 ½" 
Territory: E • CQ: 36
ISBN 978-1-68396-316-5

• Age Range: 16 and up

• National review coverage

• Targeted librarian & educator 
outreach 

• Targeted social media & newsletter 
outreach

• Co-op available

DANCING AFTER TEN
By VIvIaN ChoNg aND GeorgIa WeBBer

The inspirational journey of a woman who strives to live a vital and fulfilling artistic life after a 
rare disease leaves her blind.

In late 2004, Vivian Chong’s life was changed forever when a rare skin disease, TEN (Toxic Epidermal Necrolysis), left 
her with scar tissue that blinded her. In the wake of this traumatizing experience, Chong was forced to learn a new way of 
being in the world. She not only survived but thrived, forging a new identity and discovering anew how to express herself 
creatively. 

In Dancing After TEN, Chong teams up with cartoonist Georgia Webber — whose own autobiographical graphic novel 
eloquently depicts her own struggles with disability — to tell her journey out of the darkness and into the spotlight. This 
extraordinary journey, rendered with rare sensitivity and rawness, takes her from the depths of despair to the realm of 
possibility, as she realizes her artistic vision in a variety of expressions — including singing, stand-up, drumming, running, 
and dance. Releasing simultaneously with the Toronto debut of Chong’s dance-theatre production “Dancing with the 
Universe,” this graphic novel is an inspirational tale and a powerful work of graphic medicine.

vIvIaN ChoNg is a visual artist, dancer, singer-songwriter, graphic novelist, drummer, potter, motivational speaker, and the 
creator of a one-woman stand-up show. She lives in Toronto. 

georgIa WeBBer is a comics artist, writer, and editor living in southern Ontario.

“I can no longer sit on a porch and enjoy the sunset. If I want to enjoy nature, I need to be touching it by running in it and swimming in it. In social situations 
I often do not know who is talking or even where social groups are set up in a room. But when I do social dance the level of touch helps me navigate all that. 
It can be hard getting people to listen to me when I talk because I do not know who to look at. But when I sing a song, dance on stage, or perform a standup 
comedy set I know I have everyone’s attention. The arts and sports are my way to connect to the world.” — Vivian Chong

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Dumb: Living without 
a Voice by Georgia 
Webber
$22.99 Hardcover, 
ISBN 978-1-68396-116-1

MAY
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$19.99 Hardcover
Fiction / Satire
160 pages, illustrated, 6 ½" × 9 ¼"
Territory: E • CQ: 30
ISBN 978-1-68396-321-9

• Age Range: 18 and up

• National review coverage & off the 
book page features

• Targeted bookseller outreach

• Targeted librarian & educator 
outreach 

• Targeted social media & newsletter 
outreach

• Advance Reading Copies

• Co-op available

CONGRESS OF RATS: 
A POLITICAL FABLE
By RalPh NaDer, IlluSTraTeD By Mr. FISh

When the rats invade Congress, the citizens revolt!

When a Congressional reporter breaks the news that “Rats have invaded the 
toilet bowls” of the halls of Congress, it sparks a national news frenzy.

Activists see the rats upending “business as usual,” and turn the invasion 
into a symbol against the lobbyists who hold Congress in their sway. A massive 
citizen uprising follows that threatens to sweep Congress clean of Wall Street’s 
chokehold of corruption — but the corporate titans have ways of fighting 
back!

Congress of Rats is Ralph Nader’s fable of struggle and strategy, tenacity and 
triumph for our troubled times. But more than just a story, it can also serve 
as a “how to” guide to effect political change — from a pied piper who’s done 
it time and time again. Gleefully and generously illustrated by famed political 
cartoonist Mr. Fish, pulling no punches in bringing his stunning graphic 
sensibilities to bear on this modern tale of vice and virtue. Congress of Rats is 
both a fable of citizen action and a call to advocacy.

You may just laugh yourself serious.

ralPh NaDer’s unrelenting advocacy for the public over the years has led to safer 
cars, medicines, and workplaces, healthier foods, and cleaner air and water. The 
Atlantic named him one of the 100 most influential figures in American history. 
Time magazine called him the “U.S.’s toughest customer.” He lives (and does 
battle) in the nation’s capital. 

mr. FISh’s uncompromising comics and cartoons have appeared in Harper’s, The 
Nation, The Village Voice, Truthdig, The Atlantic, and the L.A. Times. He lives in 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

“Ralph Nader is without a doubt the most dedicated, fearless, and intelligent citizen crusader 
America has ever been fortunate enough to have in our midst.” — Nomi Prins, author of All the 
Presidents’ Bankers

“Like the wake-up pill in The Matrix, Mr. Fish’s graphic broadsides can jolt viewers out of 
complacency.” — Village Voice

6

RALPH NADER

More Bathroom Business
Over at the Minority Leader’s suite, the dignified Marcy Melosay was 
finishing some camouflaged fund-raising calls (ones absent a direct ask) 
when she felt nature’s call. She, too, had trouble moving bowels early in the 
morning. She always admired colleagues who could immediately defecate 
upon rising from bed. Never in her twenty-eight years in the House could 
she acquire that blessing, that relief from feeling bloated and gassy. As a 
female public official, she had to be especially very careful about farting 
even when the gasses were building up to the breaking point. At extreme 
moments she would excuse herself by appearing to have a coughing jag, go 
to her spacious bathroom and sonorously break the wind.

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Nobody Left by Mr. Fish
$24.99 Paperback Original
ISBN 978-1-68396-293-9

And Then the World Blew Up 
By Mr. Fish
$29.99 Paperback Original
ISBN 978-1-68396-042-3

The Machine Never Blinks: 
A Graphic History of Spying 
and Surveillance 
By Ivan Greenberg 
and Everett Patterson, 
Introduction by Ralph Nader.
$22.99 Hardcover
ISBN 978-1-68396-282-3

MAY
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$34.99 Hardcover
Comics & Graphic Novels / Fantasy
112 pages, full color, 10 ¼" × 14"
Territory: E • CQ: 14
ISBN 978-1-68396-328-8

• Age Range: 16 and up

• A multiple Eisner Award nominated 
series 

• Targeted social media & newsletter 
outreach

• Co-op available

PRINCE VALIANT VOL. 21: 1977-1978
By Hal FoSTer AND JohN CulleN MurPhy

It’s election time in Camelot.

A scoundrel has ruled over the continent’s troubadours for the past three 
years, introducing scum and villainy into their ranks. Arn and Court Jester Sir 
Dinadan travel to France to set things right, while Prince Valiant accompanies 
the headstrong Gunther of Germany on his quest to recover stolen holy relics 
and claim a wife in Jerusalem. The mercenary army of a Persian warlord 
sweeps across the Middle East, forcing Queen Aleta to seek refuge in a hidden 
utopian city ruled by women. Val competes in tournaments in Marseille and 
Camelot and reunites with Sir Lancelot, but a tragic death impacts a member 
of Val’s family. Plus: more dazzling commercial illustration work by Hal Foster.

Fantagraphics’ latest volume of the most lustrous fantasy strip ever conceived 
is the most spectacular presentation of the strip ever published. It continues 
to be one of our best selling strip collections, hailed by fans and critics alike. 
The original Game of Thrones!

hal FoSTer (1892–1982) was born in Halifax, NS, and is still considered one of 
the greatest illustrators to ever grace the newspaper page. 

JohN CulleN murPhy (1919–2004) was born in New York City and became 
Foster’s hand-picked successor on Prince Valiant.

“It’s hard to measure Harold Foster’s influence on the comic-art world. … It’s gratifying to know 
that so much of his work is available for the public to enjoy and for art students to study and learn 
from.” — Mad artist Angelo Torres

“In the grand tradition of Arthur Rackham and Howard Pyle... Every panel packs a punch.”  
— Vanity Fair

For more books in this series, see page 24.

MAY
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$24.99 Hardcover
Comics & Graphic Novels / Humorous
96 pages, one color, 8 ¼" × 11 ½"
Territory: E • CQ: 24
ISBN 978-1-68396-311-0

• Age Range: 14 and up

• National review coverage

• Targeted bookseller outreach

• Promotion at Winter Institute

• Targeted librarian & educator 
outreach 

• Promotion at ALA Midwinter & PLA

• Targeted social media & newsletter 
outreach

• Advance Reading Copies

• Co-op available

JUNE

EIGHT-LANE RUNAWAYS
By HeNry MCCauSlaND

A sublime debut about a group of runners searching for 
their place in the world.

Right from the starting block, you’ll realize that Eight-Lane Runaways is not 
like any graphic novel you’ve read before. As you’re thrown into a fantastical 
world of endless tracks, you meet a team of young people briskly attempting 
to complete their calling, whether it be finding their lost cats, earning one 
last self-made merit badge, or flying a kite to the moon. One runner relies 
on her poncho to give her direction. Another deals with a suddenly missing 
appendage. There’s also algebra dogs, a juice institute, and a helping network 
that consists of miles of string that proves that no matter how far apart, the 
friends you can rely on are the ones you met while pacing life’s twisty-turny 
trails.

Henry McCausland, a published illustrator in places like The Guardian and 
The New York Times, brings a flowing page layout that showcases his elaborate 
landscapes and thrilling kinetic energy, matching them with a laugh-out-loud 
idiosyncratic sense of humor. Whether you read it as a fever pitch surrealistic 
Olympic games or a touching tale of working together, Eight-Lane Runaways 
is sure to be one of the most talked-about debuts of 2020.

heNry mCCauSlaND lives in London, England. Eight-Lane Runaways is his first 
book.
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$22.99 Hardcover
Comics & Graphic Novels /  

Historical Fiction
128 pages, full color, 8 ½" × 11 ½"
Territory: E • CQ: 24
ISBN 978-1-68396-319-6

• Age Range: 16 and up

• National review coverage

• Targeted bookseller outreach 

• Targeted librarian & educator 
outreach 

• Targeted social media & newsletter 
outreach

• Co-op available

JUNE

A STORY
By GIPI

Dual narratives by the acclaimed Italian cartoonist 
poetically describe how choices our ancestors made 
dramatically affect generations to come.

A Story is actually made of two intricately entangled tales. Silvano Landi is a 
successful writer, who, at the age of 50, sees his family leaving him and his life 
harshly falling apart. Landi’s great-grandfather, Mauro, is an anxious soldier 
being fed to the maw of carnage in the First World War. Alternating between 
past and present, a psyche ward and the bloody trenches, and told through 
revealing repetition and complex clues — a lone gas station, an apathetic 
baroness, found love letters — A Story documents the origins of pain that serve 
as the roots of a twisted family tree and allows the reader to trace the branches.

With A Story, the worldwide-award-winning cartoonist and filmmaker Gipi 
has created his most ambitious and lyrical work yet. Shifting from scratchy 
black-and-white to lush watercolors (sometimes on the same page), the Italian 
master intertwines styles and narratives to document the pain, passion, and 
cruelty passed down from one generation to the next and details the fragile 
tightrope mankind, yesterday just as today, has to traverse to retain hope.

gIPI (Gianni Pacinotti) is one of Italy’s most internationally recognized 
cartoonists.

“Gipi’s lines work together to convey deep emotion … Spend some time looking at these drawings. 
They are magic.” — Paste
 
“Gipi draws like a maniac.” — The A.V. Club

48

No, 
Luca, 
no !

It’s 
nothing !

 It’s 
nothing...

Stop screaming, 
they’ll find 

us...

54

Dad...

Got 
up...

And in the 
mirror 
saw...

By 
magic...

By male-
diction... 

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Land of the Sons
$29.99 Hardcover
ISBN 978-1-68396-077-5

JUNE
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$19.99 Hardcover
Comics & Graphic Novels / Humorous
96 pages, black and white, 7" × 10"
Territory: E • CQ: 24 
ISBN 978-1-68396-326-4

• Age Range: 16 and up

• Targeted social media & newsletter 
outreach

• Co-op available

JUNE

“AND NOW, SIR… IS THIS YOUR 
MISSING GONAD?”
By JIm WooDrINg

A unique detour into the deepest corners of the Unifactor.

“And Now, Sir... Is This Your Missing Gonad?” brings to your fun-hungry hands 
over 113 choice and previously unpublished images created by cartooning 
visionary Jim Woodring between 2009 and 2019 for his private amusement. 
Featuring Woodring’s familiar cast of characters from such canonical graphic 
novels as Congress of the Animals and Poochytown, but with a twist! 

Woodring has enlisted the mysterious Walter Foxglove, The Smartest 
Artist™, to undertake the huge task of restoring to these images the notes, 
comments, and coarse jokes that accompanied their creation. The result is 
a triumph of scattershot revelation. As through the holes and cracks in a 
shotgun shack, the light of truth seeps in. And in, and in... and in! Don’t fail 
to install this demure volume in your reliquary — its absence will haunt you 
to your grave. 

“And Now, Sir... Is  This  Your Missing Gonad?” reads like a collection of 
otherworldy gag cartoons sent from an extracorporeal corner of nihilist ecstacy. 
We promise you that you have never viewed situations quite like these before. 

JIm WooDrINg lives on Vashon Island in the Puget Sound of Washington State.

“Welcome to another voyage into the visceral sublime with Jim Woodring, whose uniquely mind-
expanding books draw equally on Buster Keaton, Max Ernst, and a cross-section of our planet’s 
DNA code apparently extracted in a secret high-tech laboratory by the mad scientists who control 
our fates.” — Jonathan Lethem

“Woodring is one of the most important cartoonists of his generation.” — NPR

“[Woodring] will take you to another world, re-arrange your consciousness and reprogram the 
inside of your head. It’s cheaper than virtual reality, less risky than recreational pharmaceuticals, 
and more fun than falling asleep.” — Neil Gaiman

“A true genius and one of the all-time greats.” — Daniel Clowes

“The ancient myths and folk tales of all cultures which have been preserved for so many centuries 
have meaning for us today because the fantastic elements in them are rooted in immutable reality. 
[Woodring’s work] belongs to this class of literature.” — Francis Ford Coppola

For more books by Jim Woodring, 
see page 25.
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$29.99 Hardcover
Comics & Graphic Novels / Fantasy 
208 pages, full color, 8 ¾" × 11 ½"
Territory: E • CQ: 24
ISBN: 978-1-68396-317-2

• Age Range: 14 and up

• National review coverage

• Targeted bookseller outreach 

• Targeted social media & newsletter 
outreach

• Co-op available

NYMPH
By LeIla MarzoCChI

A mysterious tiny being upsets the balance of the woods in 
this ecological fairy tale.

Outside the Western Ruins, in the Burnt Spruce Forest, an assembly of talking 
birds and trees has convened. Their order of business: the lone, defenseless 
pupa that rained down from the sky. They agree to protect the small form of life 
they name Dolly from centipedes, rats, and other evil critters while on around-
the-clock duty (owls take the nightshift!) as it begins to slowly evolve — but 
into what? As the humanoid creature starts showing a predilection for flight 
and music, magical clues start unveiling themselves. There’s the fossilized eggs, 
once used to bolster a bird’s nest, suddenly sprouting wings and when the 
maniac spider becomes dead set on kidnap, the plant dwellers realize that they 
are in a new world of mystical myth they never accounted for.

Award-winning Italian cartoonist Leila Marzocchi’s terrifically lush 
scratchboard make perfect companions with her witty dialogue and profound 
storytelling. Nymph, equal parts tender and dark, gets to the heart of both 
human nature and mother nature and proves that, to raise a child-like larva, it 
takes a village. Or at least a forest.

leIla marzoCChI is a critically acclaimed illustrator and comic artist, born in 
Bologna. She has published work in Reporter, Il Manifesto and L’Unità, and she 
co-founded the magazine Fuego. 

“Its familiar feel creates a certain immediate comfort level for the reader as they delve into a 
strange and beautiful world. It’s as though Nymph is a favorite old fairy tale whose memory is just 
out of reach.” — The Comics Journal

“In the stories of Leila Marzocchi, the composition, the characters, the use of light and colors 
denote great imagination and enormous intelligence.” — Sequart

JUNE
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$22.99 Paperback
Humor / Comic Strips & Cartoons
320 pages, black and white, 8 ¼" × 6 ½" 
Territory: F • CQ: 20
ISBN 978-1-68396-327-1

• Age Range: 6 and up

• Targeted social media & newsletter 
outreach

• Co-op available

THE COMPLETE PEANUTS 1975–1976 (VOL. 13)
By CharleS M. SChulz; INTroDuCTIoN By RoBerT SmIgel

Peanuts begins the second half of its decade of peak storytelling.

Midway through the 1970s (as well as midway through its legendary run), Snoopy’s family suddenly expands, adding 
wandering brother Spike, beloved sister Belle, and even a nephew! In other beagle news, Snoopy breaks his foot and 
spends six weeks in a cast, deals with an ailing Woodstock, and even gets involved in Linus’ love triangle.

This volume features several benchmark storylines, including a rare “double track” sequence with two parallel 
narratives: Peppermint Patty competes in a Powderpuff Derby, while Charlie Brown finally meets his baseball-playing 
idol, Joe Shlabotnik. There are also obedience school fiascos, waterbed dilemmas, and Marcie’s unwanted suitor. And 
find out the final fate of the talking schoolhouse building!

All of these classic gags starring Schroeder, Lucy, Franklin, Rerun, and Sally are introduced by writer and comedian 
Robert Smigel.

CharleS m. SChulz created nearly 18,000 Peanuts strips from 1950–2000.

“The Complete Peanuts has framed Charles M. Schulz’s enduring masterpiece as well as any lifelong fan could have hoped.” — The A.V. Club

For more Peanuts books, see pages 28–29.
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$35.00 Hardcover
Comics & Graphic Novels / Horror
296 pages, black and white, 7 ¼" × 10 ¼"
Territory: E • CQ: 12
ISBN 978-1-68396-329-5

• Age Range: 16 and up

• Targeted social media & newsletter 
outreach

• Co-op available

TERROR TRAIN AND OTHER STORIES
By Al FelDSTeIN

Mobsters, murders, mayhem — and mummies, too!

Al Feldstein was the co-architect and construction chief of EC Comics, and 
in this volume, you can see him laying the foundation and building the first 
floors for everything to come.

This collection of Feldstein’s pioneering work features all of the stories he 
wrote and drew for both EC’s original crime titles (War Against Crime and 
Crime Patrol) and for EC’s terror triumvirate — Tales From the Crypt, Haunt 
of Fear, and Vault of Horror, including the very first appearances of The Crypt-
Keeper and the Vault-Keeper.

With complete control over his work as both scripter and illustrator, this 
was Feldstein’s heyday. His bold, confidant brushwork perfectly suits the pulpy 
noir-ish atmosphere of his crime capers (often involving wronged women 
and vengeful men — or vice versa). The same is true of the escalating sense 
of dread of his horror stories — inexorably building to the sudden “poetic 
justice” story twist at the end that was the hallmark of EC horror.

Conniving men, scheming women, and plots steeped in deceit abound in 
such crime tales as “The Machine-Gun Mad Mobsters,” “The Case of the 
Floating Corpse,” and “I Was a ‘B’-Girl,” as well as in such horror gems as 
“The Mummy’s Curse,” “The Thing in the Swamp!” and, of course, our title 
story, “Terror Train.” Plus: the most unlikely origin story of them all — the 
tongue-in-cheek origin of EC Comics itself, in “Horror Beneath the Streets!” 
More than 30 stories in all, with essays and commentary by EC experts.

alBerT B. FelDSTeIN (1928–2014) was a triple-threat writer, artist, and editor, 
renowned for his work on such titles as Tales From the Crypt, Weird Science, and 
Mad magazine. A Will Eisner Comic Book Hall of Fame inductee in 2003, he 
received the Bram Stoker Lifetime Achievement Award in 2011. 

“Al Feldstein [was] the mastermind of EC’s horror and science fiction comics …” — Time

JUNE

HARVEY 
KURTZMAN

ILLUSTRATED BY

TERROR TRAIN
AL FELDSTEIN

AND OTHER STOR IES
ILLUSTRATED

BY

For more books in the EC Comics Library, see pages 30–31.
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D I S N E Y        M A S T E R S

G I O R G I O  C AVA Z Z A N O 

The  

$29.99 Hardcover
Humor / Cartoons & Comic Strips
200 pages, full color, 7 ¼" × 10 ¾" 
Territory: X • CQ: 16
ISBN 978-1-68396-312-7

• Age Range: 8 and up

• Targeted social media & newsletter 
outreach

• Co-op available

JULY

DONALD DUCK:  
THE FORGETFUL HERO
DISNEY MASTERS VOL. 12
By GIorgIo CavazzaNo

An aerial ace, a very small place, and a dangerous case!

Uncle Scrooge wants to publish a historic tell-all interview with World War I 
flying ace Eddie Brickenbatter. But the legendary hero has amnesia — so to 
cure it, Scrooge tells Donald Duck to reenact the plane crash that caused 
Brickenbatter to lose his memory in the first place!

Then, in “Plantastic Voyage,” Donald and Scrooge shrink down to the size 
of germs on a leaf. And Daisy Duck embarks on a super-secret mission in 
“The Dazzling Duck She-Venger.” Finally, Mickey Mouse, on the trail of a 
missing man, finds himself in a twisting mystery of film noir thrills and chills 
in “The Case of the Cut-Off Calls!”

gIorgIo CavazzaNo, among Italy’s most celebrated comics artists, brings his 
outrageous energy, emotive characters, and wild “techno” style to our shores in 
this unprecedented collection — featuring four of his most acclaimed Disney 
adventures.

[hmm!] you know 
what, fethry?

I don’t think he’s learning anything! 
are you sure this’ll work?

positive, cuz! proper education 
   just takes 
         time!

my good sir 
brickenbatter, 
care to take a 

spin at the 
wheel?

think I can? 
[heh! heh!]

2
okay, okay! sue me! 

I’m afraid of 
being knee-high to 

an atom!

in this bite-sized state, I could 
be part of a leafy snack for a 

passing caterpillar!

that’s 
enough!

[moan!] goodbye, daisy! 
so long, comic books! 

I’ll miss you, 
hammock!

final check! 
seatbelts 
fastened?

helmets secure? good! remember… 
I will bring you back in 48 hours’ 

time!

time that’ll become 
money!

mission 
is go in 
3…2…1… 
zero!

5

For previous books in this series, see page 27.
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The intersection of science and ethics is a provocative 
idea:  just because we can do something, does that 
mean we should?  This is a story about the manipulation 
of Truth that we live with constantly in our society, the 
fragmentation of reality, our own latent gullibility — we 
all seem so tired of trying to sort out the possible answers, 
we usually give up and agree with the last thing we hear, 
especially if it just “seems” more correct.

Thus, the world of The Cloven was born. A place 
where facts are malleable; where genetic “experiments” 
live in the margins beneath the freeway and we don’t care 
to notice them because it’s just easier to look the other 
way; where secret societies make all the real decisions 
about the fate of our world; where billionaires filled with 
hubris insist on tweaking the universe for our own good; 
where fear and anxiety seep from people’s pores so that 
we’d rather believe the scripted television news than 
something we’ve actually seen; and yet where searching 
for one’s place in the world — searching for one’s home 
— is still the most powerful yearning of a person’s soul.

It is not a new story — Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein 
immediately comes to mind.  But it is a new world with 
new science and new technology… and new monsters.

Garth Stein
Seattle, 2019

From the author of the #1 New York Times 
best seller, The Art of Racing in the Rain, 
and the co-creator of Stumptown, now a 
hit series on ABC TV



CLOVEN
The

Book One  —  GARTH STEIN  —  MATTHEW SOUTHWORTH

$19.99 Hardcover
Comics & Graphic Novels /  

Science-Fiction
128 pages, full color, 8" × 10 ¼"
Territory: E • CQ: 24
ISBN 978-1-68396-310-3

• Age Range: 14 and up

• National review coverage & off the 
book page features

• National advertising campaign

• Targeted outreach to booksellers

• Promotion at Winter Institute

• Targeted outreach to librarians & 
educators

• Promotion at ALA Midwinter & PLA

• Targeted social media & email 
marketing campaigns

• Author signings & festival events

• Advance Reading Copies

• Co-op available

JULY

THE CLOVEN: BOOK ONE
By GarTh STeIN aND MaTTheW SouThWorTh 

Sometimes, the only way we can face reality is by pretending 
it isn’t real.

James Tucker, known to his friends as “Tuck,” is one of the most significant 
experiments in human genetics. Created in a privately financed, top-secret 
laboratory on Vashon Island, Tuck is the most successful Genetically Modified 
Human Organism ever created. Conceived as a way to end world hunger, Tuck 
is, essentially, a ruminant: he has the digestive tract of a goat. However, while he 
is the best living example of a Cloven (as the project is dubbed), he is afflicted 
with other goat-like traits as well, which could not be successfully engineered 
out of the Cloven program. Instead of feet, Tuck has cloven hooves. He also has 
enlarged sinuses and a hardened skull — for maximum head-butting ability.

Tuck is being held in a mysterious detention center of some kind and is 
hazy about how he got there. He’s in his early 20’s, and had been attending the 
University, passing himself off as a “conventional,” as Cloven call unmodified 
people.  Everything had been going fine, until he showed a girl his hooves…

Tuck’s story unfurls like a conspiratorial fever dream spanning the Pacific 
Northwest, from the Jungle — a vast homeless encampment beneath the 
Interstate in downtown Seattle — to a secret sanctuary in the woods where 
a cabal of the wealthiest people in the world perform ritual goat sacrifices, 
and finally, to a fabled herd of feral Cloven living in the Cascade Mountains. 
Along with riveting action, lots of Parkour, and Tuck’s nagging belief that his 
true home is out there somewhere, The Cloven: Book One begins a raucous, 
funny, fast-moving, and dynamic series of graphic novels by two best selling 
and critically acclaimed storytellers.

garTh STeIN is a #1 New York Times-bestselling author, filmmaker and 
playwright based in Seattle. He is the winner of several literary awards, including 
two PNBA Awards. The author of two plays and four novels, his book, The Art 
of Racing in the Rain, has sold over six million copies worldwide, was produced 
as a stage play, adapted into a series of children’s picture books, and was released 
as a major motion picture in 2019 starring Kevin Costner, Amanda Seyfried, and 
Milo Ventimiglia. maTTheW SouThWorTh is a comic artist and writer based in 
Seattle. He is the co-creator (along with Greg Rucka) of the comic book series 
Stumptown, as well as an Executive Producer of aBC’s new Stumptown TV series.  
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$29.99 Hardcover
Comics & Graphic Novels / 

Anthologies
136 pages, full-color, 13" × 20" 
Territory: E • CQ: 14
ISBN 978-1-68396-323-3

• Age Range: 16 and up

• National review coverage

• Targeted social media & newsletter 
outreach

• Co-op available

THE FLAPPER QUEENS: WOMEN 
CARTOONISTS OF THE JAZZ AGE
By TrINa RoBBINS

From our foremost historian of women cartoonists comes 
an eye-popping collection of comic strips from the Roaring 
’20s, depicting the high-stepping Flappers — all drawn by 
the best women cartoonists of that era!

The world of comic strips always reflected the fashion of the time — from 
R.F. Outcault’s nightie-clad Yellow Kid to Grace Drayton’s Campbell Kids. 
By the 1920s all the little roly-poly girls depicted in those early strips had 
grown up, bobbed their curls, and become flappers. Women got the vote 
in 1920, and suddenly they were equal to the boys — at least in the voting 
booth.  They smoked and drank bootleg hootch, they shortened their hair 
and skirts, and tossed out their corsets. It was a revolution, a time of excess 
and ebullience, and the flapper was the new queen — and scores of women 
cartoonists chronicled her in the pages of America’s newspapers.  

Fantagraphics celebrates that revolution with The Flapper Queens, a 
gorgeous oversized hardcover collection of full-color comic strips. In addition 
to featuring the more well-known cartoonists of the era, such as Ethel Hays 
and Nell Brinkley, Eisner winning comics herstorian Robbins introduces you 
to women cartoonists like Eleanor Schorer, who started her career in the teens 
as a flowery art nouveau Nell Brinkley imitator, but by the 20s was drawing 
bold and outrageous art deco illustrations; Edith Stevens, who chronicled 
the fashion trends, hairstyles, and social manners of the ’20s and ’30s in the 
pages of The Boston Globe; and Virginia Huget, possibly the flappiest of the 
Flapper Queens, whose girls, with their angular elbows and knees, seemed to 
always exist in a euphoric state of Charleston. Trina Robbins welcomes you 
to the revolution with a coffee table book filled with liberating, full-color 
illustrations and comic strips.

TrINa roBBINS lives in San Francisco, CA. She edited the first comic book 
created entirely by women, It Aint Me Babe, in 1970, and co-founded 
the Wimmen’s Comix collective. She was inducted into the Will Eisner Comic 
Book Hall of Fame in 2013. 

JULY

ALSO AVAILABLE:

The Complete Wimmen’s 
Comix
$100.00 Two-volume 
slipcased hardcovers
ISBN 978-1-60699-898-4

Last Girl Standing
$19.99 Paperback 
Original
ISBN 978-1-68396-014-0
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J O H N N Y  R Y A N ’ S

$34.99 Hardcover
Comics & Graphic Novels / Dystopian 
736 pages, black-and-white, 6" × 7 ¾" 
Territory: E • CQ: 6
ISBN 978-1-68396-313-4

• Age Range: 16 and up

• Targeted social media & newsletter 
outreach

• Co-op available

JULY

PRISON PIT: 
THE COMPLETE COLLECTION
By JohNNy RyaN

Johnny Ryan’s magnum opus bloodbath collected in one 
volume!

Prison Pit: home of repugnant intergalactic criminals, drug-filled slugs, and 
now Cannibal Fuckface, a barbarian antihero who has been damned to this 
barren negative-zone. From 2009 to 2018, the crudely manic pen and mind 
of Johnny Ryan documented the mayhem and mutation as CF wandered the 
planet and now this filthy meat-grinder of a space odyssey is collected in one 
massive volume.

CF loses his arm to a vile beast, replaces it with a symbiotic bug that gives 
him a steroid-like jolt, and seeks grisly revenge against any and all creatures 
that get in his way. To find his path out he must do battle with his arch-
enemy Slitt, the only one who knows how to escape the hellscape they inhabit. 
Finally, CF is pitted against the very system that shaped him into the avatar of 
death and destruction he has become.

Whether you’re a long-time fan of this horrific and hilarious science-fiction 
series or this is your first fall into the Pit, Prison Pit, collected in its entirety 
for the very first time, is a must have for anyone into punk zines, grindhouse 
cinema, professional wrestling, dystopian manga, or a gory good time!

JohNNy ryaN lives in Los Angeles, CA. 

“Prison Pit is incredibly gory, filled with weird alien nudity, insane antics, and brutal violence, all 
of it delivered under Ryan’s wild and energetic pen.” — Multiversity Comics

“Johnny Ryan’s paean to thoughtless juvenalia, Prison Pit, is upon us. Ryan forces us to stare into 
the abyss and to admit that it’s also staring back.” — Daily GrindhouseALSO AVAILABLE:

A New Low
$19.99 Paperback 
Original
ISBN 978-1-68396-004-1

Angry Youth Comix
$49.99 Hardcover
ISBN 978-1-60699-811-3
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$35.00 Hardcover
Comics & Graphic Novels /  

Historical Fiction
240 pages, black-and-white, 9" × 11" 
Territory: E • CQ: 16
ISBN 978-1-68396-192-5

• Age Range: 16 and up

• National review coverage

• Targeted social media & newsletter 
outreach

• Co-op available

TOYBOX AMERICANA: 
CHARACTERS MET ALONG THE WAY
By TIm LaNe

A collection of flash fiction and illustrations celebrating the 
hardscrabble underbelly of Americana.

Tim Lane rummages through the toybox of 20th century Americana, mixing 
and matching milieus, attitudes, and cultural touchstones of the past like a 
deejay crafting a new song out of a collection of old records. Lane pairs wry 
slice-of-life vignettes with moodily crosshatched, noir-inflected drawings. 
From jazz clubs and pool halls to ballparks and graveyards, from casinos 
and coffeehouses to back alleys and bus stops, Lane captures the uniquely 
raw and seedy charm of American culture. Throughout, scores of motley 
characters — roughed-up boxers, bleary gamblers, rowdy winos, philosophical 
rail riders, acrobatic fire-swallowers, femme fatales — weave together into the 
rich tapestry of Tim Lane’s America. 

A uniquely designed collection of images and prose, Toybox Americana, like 
the culture it explores, is at once meditative and brimming with life.

TIm laNe lives in Washington, D.C. 

“Lane’s beautifully crafted pen-and-ink drawing combines a master artist’s eye for detail with a 
predilection for the grotesque to produce a superb blending of unforgettable images and poignant 
meditation on life’s tragic undercurrents.” — Booklist

“Tim Lane makes illustrations in that Brylcreem-soaked, hard-boiled, noir style with heavy 
hatching circa R. Crumb.” — Juxtapoz

JULY

ALSO AVAILABLE:

The Lonesome Go
$24.99 Paperback 
Original
ISBN 978-1-60699-754-3

Abandoned Cars
$18.99 Paperback
ISBN 978-1-60699-341-5
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$29.99 Jacketed Paperback Original
Comics & Graphic Novels / Literary
350 pages, black-and-white with color, 
5 ½" × 7 ½" 
Territory: E • CQ: 24
ISBN 978-1-68396-309-7

• Age Range: 16 and up

• National review coverage

• Targeted bookseller outreach 

• Targeted social media & newsletter 
outreach

• Advance Reading Copies

• Co-op available

AUGUST

SEEDS AND STEMS
By SImoN HaNSelmaNN

A spectacular omnibus of never-before-collected Megg, 
Mogg & Owl shorts, and more!

Since 2014, Simon Hanselmann has established himself as one of the first 
rank storytellers of our time with his four graphic novels about the funny 
and poignant lives of Megg, Mogg and Owl: Megahex (2014), Megg and 
Mogg in Amsterdam (2016), One More Year (2017), and Bad Gateway (2019). 
Hanselmann’s cast of characters — the depressive Megg (a green-skinned 
witch), her abusive boyfriend Mogg (an actual cat), their submissive roommate 
Owl (a vaguely humanoid owl), and the self-destructively hedonistic Werewolf 
Jones (half human, half wolf ) — brilliantly exist within the archetypes of the 
multi-camera sitcom, yet their stories brim with exceptional pathos and insight. 

In early 2016, Hanselmann moved to the USA from Australia and began 
producing xeroxed zines at a steady clip as a means to survive. Runs of 300 
to 500 copies, sold online, with hand-painted covers, custom stamps and 
hologram security stickers. Usually created under duress, these zines often 
possessed an air of desperate urgency. Small explosions of concentrated, manic 
creativity harnessed as product. Seeds and Stems collects all of these out of 
print, self-published stories produced by the artist between 2016–2019, along 
with a generous smattering of rarities from various anthologies and magazines. 
Megg and Mogg and friends explore the worlds of lucid dreaming, banking 
scams, cinema, mixed drinks, alien invasion and budget vasectomies in this 
varied collection of rare and often experimental Megg and Mogg adventures, 
designed and curated entirely by the artist. 

Tasmanian-born SImoN haNSelmaNN’s New York Times Best-Selling Megg, Mogg 
and Owl series has been translated into over a dozen languages, nominated 
for multiple Ignatz and Eisner awards, and won Best Series at the Angoulême 
International Comics Festival in 2018. He currently lives in Seattle, Washington, 
with his wife and a rotating cast of small animals.

“Astoundingly well-crafted and punishingly heartfelt.” — Vulture

“One of the most gifted cartoonists alive.” — The A.V. Club

“Chillingly real.” — Publishers WeeklyFor more books by Simon 
Hanselmann, see page 25.
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$29.99 Hardcover 
Comics & Graphic Novels / Crime
196 pages, black and white, 11 ¾" × 8 ¾" 
Territory: E • CQ: 8
ISBN 978-1-68396-320-2

• Age Range: 16 and up

• National review coverage

• Targeted librarian & educator 
outreach 

• Targeted social media & newsletter 
outreach

• Co-op available

STREETS OF PARIS, STREETS OF MURDER:  
THE COMPLETE GRAPHIC NOIR OF MANCHETTE 
& TARDI VOL. 2
By TarDI aND JeaN-PaTrICk MaNCheTTe

A two-fisted pair of savage noir thrillers teaming a master crime 
novelist and a superlative graphic novelist in a luxurious oversize 
format.

This is the second of two volumes presenting all four hardboiled graphic crime novels 
by Jean-Patrick Manchette and Tardi. 

Like a Sniper Lining Up His Shot — Like many of the greatest noir thrillers, it all 
begins with a classic set-up: Martin Terrier, killer-for-hire, needs just one more big 
job so that he can turn in his guns for good and return home to marry his childhood 
sweetheart. But nothing goes as planned. His “last job” turns out to be a trap that 
results in a bloody shoot-out from which Terrier barely escapes with his life. Soon, he’s 
on the run — not only from the authorities and his treacherous ex-clients, but also 
from a crime syndicate seeking revenge for an earlier hit on one of theirs.

Run Like Crazy, Run Like Hell — Philanthropist Michael Hartog hires Julie, just 
out of a psychiatric asylum, as a nanny. But his apparent act of kindness hides a dark 
motive: he plans to fake the kidnapping of his son, Peter — and frame Julie for it.

But Julie is no pushover, and the scam goes horribly, blood-spatteringly wrong. 
Suddenly, Julie and Peter are on the run, pursued by the police — and by Hartog’s 
enforcer, the hulking contract killer, Thompson. Thompson, one of Manchette’s 
most vivid and unforgettable creations, is a golem of Terminator-like tenacity who 
shrugs off physical punishment that would kill a lesser man. Beneath its breathtaking 
pace, stylized violence, and pitch-black humor, Run Like Crazy, Run Like Hell pulses 
with a strong current of socio-political satire. It’s a roller-coaster ride to hell — and a 
devilishly fun way to get there!

TarDI (b. Valence, France, 1946) has has been honored with every major European 
cartooning award, including the Grand Prix at the Angoulême International Comics 
Festival. He was inducted into the Will Eisner Hall of Fame in 2016, and continues 
to produce new work in Paris, where he lives with his wife. JeaN-PaTrICk maNCheTTe 
(1942-1995, b. Marseilles, France) authored ten tough-minded, highly acclaimed crime 
novels as well as a multitude of other books, screenplays, teleplays, magazine columns, 
and translations of American crime and science fiction novels. 

AUGUST

TARDI
JACQUESJEAN-PATRICK

STREETS OF PARIS
STREETS OF MURDER
THE COMPLETE GRAPHIC NOIR OF MANCHETTE & TARDI • VOL. 2

MANCHETTE

 76.

After a moment, TERRIER put his 
shoes back on and went to open the 
doors on the three upper-level rooms. 
The lights were on but they were all 
unoccupied.

TERRIER walked down the hallway. Mmmh…

Mmff…
Mmpf

 55.

MURDERer!

CALL THE 
POLICE!

POLICE!

hold it!

Stupid fuck! Let 
go of him!

Police…

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Streets of Paris, Streets 
of Murder Vol. 1
$29.99 Hardcover
ISBN 978-1-68396-286-1

TARDI
JACQUESJEAN-PATRICK

STREETS OF PARIS
STREETS OF MURDER
THE COMPLETE GRAPHIC NOIR OF MANCHETTE & TARDI • VOL. 1

MANCHETTE

For other books by Tardi, see page 26.
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$19.99 Hardcover
Comics & Graphic Novels /  

Crime & Mystery
88 pages, black-and-white, 8 ¾" × 11 ¼" 
Territory: E • CQ: 16
ISBN 978-1-68396-318-9

• Age Range: 16 and up

• National review coverage

• Targeted bookseller outreach 

• Targeted librarian & educator 
outreach 

• Promotion at ALA Midwinter & PLA

• Targeted social media & newsletter 
outreach

• Advance Reading Copies

• Co-op available

GHOSTWRITER
By RayCo PulIDo

A subversive detective story tinged with a noirish 
atmosphere and moments of dark comedy: winner of Spain’s 
2017 National Comic Award.

Barcelona, 1943. Thirty-two-year-old Laia has it all — a job as a scriptwrit-
er on a popular radio advice program, a devoted husband, and a baby on 
the way. But when her husband goes missing — at the same time a vicious 
killer is at large terrorizing the city — Laia’s world is shattered. Desperate, she 
turns to Mauricio, a private eye whose methods are rather … unconvention-
al. Under hypnosis, it is revealed that there may be more to this unassuming 
housewife and kindly advice columnist than meets the eye. At turns hilarious 
and unnerving, Ghostwriter is both a pitch black comedy and a mesmeriz-
ing detective story. Rendered in a clean-line chiaroscuro style and masterfully 
paced, Ghostwriter takes the reader on a wild ride full of twists and turns right 
through to its thrilling — and shocking — conclusion.

rayCo PulIDo (b. 1978) is a cartoonist and teacher from Spain. Ghostwriter is 
his fifth graphic novel. His previous titles include Nela (2013), Sin Título, 2008–
2011 (2011), Sordo (with David Muñoz, 2008), and Final Feliz (with Hernán 
Migoya, 2004).

“[Pulido] is one of the essential authors of the moment.” — RTVE

“An exceptional comic from one of the most thoughtful, personal and brilliant authors that we are 
lucky to have working in the Spanish comics [scene today].” — The Watcher

AUGUST
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$14.99 Paperback Original  
with French flaps

Comics & Graphic Novels / Literary
56 pages, black and white, 5 ¾" × 8 ¾"
Territory: E • CQ: 48
ISBN 978-1-68396-315-8

• Age Range: 18 and up

• Targeted social media & newsletter 
outreach

• Co-op available

VISION
By JulIa GFrörer

A spinster escapes the demands of life through a sexual 
relationship with a haunted mirror. 

I shut my eyes and all the world drops dead;
I lift my lids and all is born again.
I think I made you up inside my head.

— Sylvia Plath, “Mad Girl’s Love Song”

A vision-impaired, Victorian spinster in need of primitive cataract surgery has 
little time for herself between needing to take care of her demanding, bipolar, 
and invalid sister-in-law, and investigating her brother’s mysterious nighttime 
activities. To escape it all, she engages in a sexual relationship with a haunted 
mirror in her bedroom. 

Julia Gfrörer’s third graphic novel is another revitalizing and contemporary 
spin on the grand tradition of gothic storytelling, exploring ideas of 
abandonment and sexuality with an expert mix of mystery, horror, and 
nostalgia. As with her two previous and acclaimed graphic novels, Laid 
Waste and Black Is the Color, Gfrörer’s delicate and dark linework perfectly 
complements the period era of the book’s setting, bringing the lyricism and 
romanticism of her stories to the fore.

JulIa gFrörer lives on Long Island. Her work has appeared in Kramer’s Ergot 
and Best American Comics. Her name rhymes with “despair.”

“Julia Gfrörer is amongst the most promising artist/authors of her generation. Her work is spare 
and elegant, yet the hand of the artist is always evident in her line. She is a powerhouse. Learn to 
spell her name.” — Phoebe Gloeckner

“Gfrörer’s plots are often the opposite of twisty. They follow a terrifyingly linear structure, which 
can sometimes be the point: death, fear and the things that lurk in the dark don’t necessarily need 
to be witty. They have strength and inevitability on their side.” — Paste

“Gfrörer has earned a reputation within indie comics for her distinct aesthetic, mumblecore 
dialogue, persistent overtones of horror and suffering, and unapologetically sexual narratives, all 
of which come together in complex and surprising ways.” — Los Angeles Review of Books

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Black Is the Color
$14.99 Paperback 
Original with French 
flaps
ISBN 978-1-60699-717-8

Laid Waste
$14.99 Paperback 
Original with French 
flaps
ISBN 978-1-60699-971-4

AUGUST
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$29.99 Hardcover
Humor / Cartoons & Comic Strips
176 pages, full color, 7 ¼" × 10 ¾" 
Territory: X • CQ: 16
ISBN 978-1-68396-330-1

• Age Range: 8 and up

• Targeted social media & newsletter 
outreach

• Co-op available

AUGUST

MICKEY MOUSE: THE SUNKEN CITY
DISNEY MASTERS VOL. 13
By Paul Murry WITh Carl FallBerg

Just sit right down and you'll hear a tale, a tale of a fateful 
trip...

Would you take a three-hour tour on Cap’n Goofy’s charter boat? Mickey, 
Goofy, and the unsailable S.S. Phoebe B. Beebe are already lost at sea when 
they get caught in the crossfire of a pitched battle between buccaneer Pete and 
sneaky submarine commander Captain Grapple. At stake: the ancient gold of 
Port Rancid, a pirate stronghold that sank beneath the waves — and is now 
guarded by a pack of very jealous sea monsters!

But that’s not all. Mickey and Goofy have their hands full with a host 
of mystery puzzlers — from canoe-going ghosts in “Legend of Loon Lake” 
to hi-tech arsonists in “The Phantom Fires” to a piratical parrot in “The 
Castaways of Whale Bay!” Seven complete Mickey serials in all — all newly 
recolored in the warm tones of the original comic books!

Paul murry (1911–1989), often teamed with writer Carl FallBerg (1915–1996), 
to create a series of rollicking Mickey and Goofy serial adventures that enchanted 
audiences of all ages.

For more volumes in this series, see page 27.
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Fantagraphics is proud to present the complete collection of this epic medieval adventure set in the days of King Arthur. 
Created by Hal Foster in 1937, the Prince Valiant comic strip continues to this day. Each volume is $34.99 each.

Vol. 1: 1937–1938
ISBN  978-1-60699-141-1

Vol. 2: 1939–1940
ISBN  978-1-60699-348-4

Vol. 3: 1941–1942
ISBN  978-1-60699-407-8

Vol. 4: 1943–1944
ISBN 978-1-60699-455-9

Vol. 5: 1945–1946
ISBN  978-1-60699-484-9

Vol. 6: 1947–1948
ISBN  978-1-60699-588-4

Vol. 7: 1949–1950 
ISBN  978-1-60699-645-4

Vol. 8: 1951–1952 
ISBN  978-1-60699-699-7

Vol. 9: 1953–1954 
ISBN  978-1-60699-735-2

Vol. 10: 1955–1956
ISBN 978-1-60699-800-7

Vol. 12: 1959–1960
ISBN  978-1-60699-876-2

Vol. 11: 1957–1958
ISBN  978-1-60699-828-1

Vol. 13: 1961–1962
ISBN  978-1-60699-925-7

Vol. 14: 1963–1964
ISBN 978-1-60699-925-7

Vol. 15: 1965–1966
ISBN 978-1-68396-025-6

Vol. 16: 1967–1968
ISBN 978-1-68396-064-5

Vol. 17: 1969–1970
ISBN 978-1-68396-104-8

Vols. 4–6: Gift Box Set
 $99.99
ISBN 978-1-68396-145-1

Vol. 18: 1971–1972
ISBN 978-1-68396-144-4

Vols. 1–3: Gift Box Set
 $99.99
ISBN 978-1-68396-072-0

Vol. 19: 1973–1974
ISBN 978-1-68396-202-1

Vol. 20: 1975–1976
ISBN 978-1-68396-247-2



OTHER BOOKS BY 
PACO ROCA

Weathercraft
$22.99 Hardcover
ISBN 978-1-60699-977-6

Fran
$19.99 Hardcover
ISBN 978-1-60699-661-4

Poochytown
$19.99 Hardcover
ISBN 978-1-68396-119-2

The Frank Book
$34.99 Paperback
ISBN 978-1-60699-500-6

Jim: Jim Woodring’s 
Notorious Autojournal
$29.99 Hardcover
ISBN 978-1-60699-752-9

Problematic: Sketchbook 
Drawings 2004–2012
$28.99 Hardcover
ISBN 978-1-60699-594-4

OTHER BOOKS BY 
JIM WOODRING

OTHER BOOKS BY 
SIMON  

HANSELMANN

Megahex 
$29.99 Hardcover
ISBN 978-1606997437

Megg and Mogg in 
Amsterdam 
$19.99 Hardcover
ISBN 978-1-60699-879-3

One More Year 
$24.99 Hardcover
ISBN 978-1-60699-997-4

Bad Gateway 
$29.99 Hardcover
ISBN 978-1-68396-207-6

The House
$29.99 Hardcover 
ISBN 978-1-68396-263-2

La Casa 
[Spanish language edition]
$29.99 Hardcover 
ISBN 978-1-68396-271-7

Twists of Fate
$34.99 Hardcover
ISBN 978-1-68396-125-3

Wrinkles
$19.99 Hardcover
ISBN 978-1-60699-932-5



THE TARDI LIBRARY

Fog Over Tolbiac Bridge: A Nestor 
Burma Mystery (with Léo Malet)
$19.99 Hardcover 
ISBN 978-1-60699-705-5

Run Like Crazy Run Like Hell  
(with Jean-Patrick Manchette)
$19.99 Hardcover 
ISBN 978-1-60699-620-1

New York Mon Amour (with 
Benjamin LeGrand and  
Dominique Grange)
$19.99 Hardcover
ISBN 978-1-60699-524-2

The Extraordinary Adventures of 
Adèle Blanc-Sec Vol. 1:  Pterror 
Over Paris and The Eiffel Tower 
Demon
$24.99 Hardcover
ISBN 978-1-60699-382-8

The Extraordinary Adventures of 
Adèle Blanc-Sec Vol. 2:  
The Mad Scientist and Mummies 
on Parade
$24.99 Hardcover
ISBN 978-1-60699-493-1

You Are There
$29.99 Hardcover
ISBN 978-1-60699-294-4

I, Rene Tardi, Prisoner of War in 
Stalag IIB (Book 1)
$29.99 Hardcover
ISBN 978-1-68396-108-6

I, Rene Tardi, Prisoner of War in 
Stalag IIB: My Return Home (Book 2)
$29.99 Hardcover
ISBN 978-1-68396-179-6

It Was the War of the Trenches
$24.99 Hardcover
ISBN 978-1-60699-353-8

Goddamn This War!
$24.99 Hardcover
ISBN 978-1-60699-582-2

Tardi’s WWI
$39.99 Gift Box Set (collecting It 
Was the War of the Trenches and 
Goddamn This War!)
ISBN 978-1-60699-769-7



Fantagraphics proudly presents the world’s premiere collection of international Disney comic stories and writers and artists who brought them to life.  
Starring Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck, and Uncle Scrooge, these deluxe hardcover editions are reproduced in beautiful full color featuring our 

exacting production standards. All volumes are $29.99, unless otherwise noted.

THE DISNEY MASTE RS COLLECTION
The Finest Disney Comics From Around the World!

Vol. 1: Mickey Mouse:  
The Delta Dimension
Romano Scarpa 
ISBN 978-1-68396-096-6

Vol. 2: Donald Duck:  
Uncle Scrooge’s Money Rocket
Luciano Bottaro 
ISBN 978-1-68396-109-3

Vol. 3: Mickey Mouse:  
The Case of the  
Vanishing Bandit
Paul Murry 
ISBN 978-1-68396-113-0

Vol. 7: Mickey Mouse: 
The Pirates of Tabasco Bay
Paul Murray
ISBN: 978-1-68396-181-9

Vol. 6: Uncle Scrooge: 
King of the Golden River
Giovan Battista Carpi
ISBN 978-1-68396-170-3

Vol. 5: Mickey Mouse:  
The Phantom Blot’s  
Double Mystery
Romano Scarpa 
ISBN 978-1-68396-136-9

Vol. 4: Donald Duck:  
The Great Survival Test
Daan Jippes and Freddy Milton 
ISBN 978-1-68396-111-6

© 2020 DISNEY ENTERPRISES, INC.

Vol. 8: Donald Duck: 
Duck Avenger Strikes Again!
Romano Scarpa with Carl Barks
ISBN: 978-1-68396-197-0

Vol. 9: Mickey Mouse:  
The Ice-Sword Saga Book 1
Massimo De Vita
ISBN 978-1-68396-198-7

Vol. 10: Donald Duck: Scandal 
On the Epoch Express
Mau & Bas Heymans
ISBN 978-1-68396-249-6

Vol. 11: Mickey Mouse:  
The Ice-Sword Saga Book 2
Massimo De Vita
ISBN 978-1-68396-250-2

Our Disney Masters Box Sets are 
packaged differently for those who 
want to collect them all in sequence 
(“Collectors Box Set”) and others who 
would prefer just Mickey or just Donald 
(“Gift Box Set”). $59.99 each.

Disney Masters Gift Box Set #1
Mickey Mouse • Vols. 1 & 3 
ISBN 978-1-68396-153-6

Disney Masters Gift Box Set #2
Donald Duck • Vols. 2 & 4 
ISBN 978-1-68396-154-3

Disney Masters Gift Box Set #3
Mickey Mouse • Vols. 5 & 7 
ISBN 978-1-68396-268-7

Disney Masters Gift Box Set #4
Donald Duck • Vols. 6 & 8 
ISBN 978-1-68396-269-4

Disney Masters Collector’s Box Set #1
Mickey & Donald • Vols. 1 & 2 
ISBN 978-1-68396-151-2

Disney Masters Collector’s Box Set #2
Mickey & Donald • Vols. 3 & 4 
ISBN 978-1-68396-152-9



THEMED PEANUTS  
HARDCOVER GIFT BOOKS

CHARLIE BROWN’S  
CHRISTMAS STOCKING
$ 9.99 
ISBN 978-1-60699-624-9

SNOOPY’S THANKSGIVING
 $ 9.99
ISBN 978-1-60699-778-9

SNOOPY VS. THE RED BARON      
$24.99
ISBN 978-1-60699-906-6

WAITING FOR THE
GREAT PUMPKIN
$ 9.99
ISBN 978-1-60699-772-7

BATTER UP,  
CHARLIE BROWN! 
$ 9.99
ISBN 978-1-60699-725-3

A VALENTINE FOR 
CHARLIE BROWN
$ 9.99
ISBN 978-1-60699-804-5

The 1950s  Gift Box Set: 
ISBN 978-1-60699-873-1

The 1960s  Gift Box Set: 
ISBN 978-1-60699-969-1

The 1970s  Gift Box Set: 
ISBN 978-1-68396-142-0

1952–1955  ISBN 978-1-60699-692-8 1956–1960  ISBN 978-1-60699-794-9

1966–1970  ISBN 978-1-60699-968-4

$49.99 each

$79.99 per gift box set

PEANUTS EVERY SUNDAY HARDCOVERS

1971–1975  ISBN 978-68396-063-8

1961–1965  ISBN 978-1-60699-872-4

1976–1980  ISBN 978-68396-141

1953-1954  ISBN 978-1-60699-792-5

$22.99 EACHTHE COMPLETE PEANUTS IN PAPERBACK

1950–1954  Gift Box Set: 
ISBN 978-1-60699-793-2

1955–1958  Gift Box Set: 
ISBN 978-1-60699-871-7

1959–1962  Gift Box Set: 
ISBN 978-1-60699-978-3

1963–1966  Gift Box Set: 
ISBN 978-1-68396-039-3

1967–1970  Gift Box Set: 
ISBN 978-1-68396-127-7

1971–1974 Gift Box Set: 
ISBN 978-1-68396-242-7

1963-1964  ISBN 978-1-68396-005-8 1965-1966  ISBN 978-1-68396-038-6

1967-1968  ISBN 978-1-68396-095-9 1969-1970  ISBN 978-1-68396-126-0

BOX SETS  
$39.99 EACH

1961-1962  ISBN 978-1-60699-949-3

1971-1972  ISBN 978-1-68396-200-7

1950-1952  ISBN 978-1-60699-763-5 1955-1956  ISBN 978-1-60699-835-9 1957-1958  ISBN 978-1-60699-870-0

1959-1960  ISBN 978-1-60699-921-9

1973-1974  ISBN 978-1-68396-241-0



$29.99 EACHTHE COMPLETE PEANUTS IN HARDCOVER

1950–1952  ISBN 978-1-56097-589-2 1953–1954  ISBN 978-1-56097-614-1 1955–1956  ISBN 978-1-56097-647-9 1957–1958  ISBN 978-1-56097-670-7 1959–1960  ISBN 978-1-56097-671-4 1961–1962  ISBN 978-1-56097-672-1

1963–1964  ISBN 978-1-56097-723-0 1965–1966  ISBN 978-1-56097-724-7 1967–1968  ISBN 978-1-56097-826-8 1969–1970  ISBN 978-1-56097-827-5 1971–1972  ISBN 978-1-60699-145-9 1973–1974  ISBN 978-1-60699-286-9

1975–1976  ISBN 978-1-60699-345-3 1977–1978  ISBN 978-1-60699-375-0 1979–1980  ISBN 978-1-60699-438-2 1981–1982  ISBN 978-1-60699-471-9 1983–1984  ISBN 978-1-60699-523-5 1985–1986  ISBN 978-1-60699-572-3

1987–1988  ISBN 978-1-60699-634-8 1989–1990  ISBN 978-1-60699-680-5

1950–1954 Gift Box Set  
ISBN 978-1-56097-632-5

1955–1958 Gift Box Set  
ISBN 978-1-56097-687-5

1959–1962 Gift Box Set  
ISBN 978-1-56097-774-2 

1963–1966 Gift Box Set  
ISBN 978-1-56097-868-8

1967–1970 Gift Box Set  
ISBN 978-1-56097-948-7

1971–1974 Gift Box Set  
ISBN 978-1-60699-287-6

1975–1978 Gift Box Set  
ISBN 978-1-60699-376-7

1979–1982 Gift Box Set  
ISBN 978-1-60699-472-6

1983–1986 Gift Box Set  
ISBN 978-1-60699-573-0

1987–1990 Gift Box Set  
ISBN 978-1-60699-681-2

1991–1994 Gift Box Set  
ISBN 978-1-60699-774-1

1995–1998 Gift Box Set  
ISBN 978-1-60699-861-8

1999–2000 and Comics & Stories 
Gift Box Set  
ISBN 978-1-60699-958-5

1991–1992  ISBN 978-1-60699-726-0 1993–1994  ISBN 978-1-60699-773-4 1995–1996  ISBN 978-1-60699-818-2 1997–1998  ISBN 978-1-60699-860-1

1999–2000  ISBN 978-1-60699-913-4 Comics & Stories  ISBN 978-1-60699-957-8

BOX SETS  
$49.99 EACH



In 2012, Fantagraphics Books began 
repackaging the esteemed EC Comics 
of the 1950s in a series of handsome 
hardcovers devoted to specific artists 
and writers, pairing two of the most 
storied publishers in comics history and 
introducing the timeless work of EC to 
contemporary readers. 

THE          COMICS LIBRARY



Corpse on the Imjin!   
Classic war stories from Two-Fisted Tales and  
Frontline Combat, written by Harvey Kurtzman.   
ISBN 978-1-60699-545-7

Came the Dawn  
All 26 crime and suspense shockers created by  
Wallace Wood for EC 
ISBN 978-1-60699-546-4

Fall Guy for Murder  
Johnny Craig’s crime and horror stories from Crime 
SuspenStories and The Vault of Horror.   
ISBN 978-1-60699-658-4

Sucker Bait 
25 classic horror stories by Graham Ingels, Al Feldstein, 
and others  
ISBN 978-1-60699-689-8

Child of Tomorrow 
Al Feldstein’s solo sci-fi classics from Weird Science 
and Weird Fantasy 
ISBN 978-1-60699-659-1

Judgment Day 
23 EC sci-fi classics illustrated by Joe Orlando and 
written by Al Feldstein and  
Ray Bradbury.   
ISBN 978-1-60699-727-7

Bomb Run 
34 taut, gritty war stories by John Severin with  
Will Elder, Harvey Kurtzman, and others.   
ISBN 978-1-60699-749-9

Zero Hour 
22 EC science-fiction classics illustrated by  
Jack Kamen 
ISBN 978-1-60699-704-8

Aces High  
All of George Evans’s aviation war stories from EC’s 
Aces High 
ISBN 978-1-60699-784-0

Spawn of Mars 
Over two dozen of Wallace Wood’s best EC  
science-fiction stories 
ISBN 978-1-60699-805-2

Grave Business 
A collection of grisly, shocking horror stories illustrated 
by Graham Ingels.   
ISBN 978-1-60699-827-4

Forty Whacks 
A collection of hard-boiled crime and horror drawn by 
Jack Kamen and written by Al Feldstein.   
ISBN 978-1-60699-862-5

The High Cost of Dying 
Classic crime, horror and sci-fi from Reed Crandall and 
Al Feldstein 
ISBN 978-1-60699-908-0

The Living Mummy 
Over 30 classic horror stories by Jack Davis and Al 
Feldstein 
ISBN 978-1-60699-929-5

Voodoo Vengeance 
Featuring 25 Johnny Craig horror classics 
ISBN 978-1-60699-965-3 

The Million Year Picnic  
Featuring every one of Will Elder’s non-Kurtzman EC 
collaborations 
ISBN 978-1-60699-982-0 

The Thing from the Grave 
More than 30 Joe Orlando crime and horror stories. 
ISBN 978-1-68396-031-7

Daddy Lost His Head  
Jack Kamen horror classics in collab. With Feldstein 
and Bradbury 
ISBN 978-1-68396-050-8

Master Race 
Collecting the great Bernard Krigstein’s virtuosic EC 
oeuvre! 
ISBN 978-1-68396-094-2

Death Stand  
All of Davis & Kurtzman’s EC war stories, and more!  
ISBN 978-1-68396-103-1

Doctor of Horror
Featuring Graham Ingels’s earliest EC crime and horror 
work, including collaborations with Ray Bradbury. 
ISBN 978-1-68396-138-3

The Martian Monster  
26 sci-fi classics from Jack Kamen and Al Feldstein 
ISBN 978-1-68396-168-0

The Woman Who Loved Life  
Classic crime and horror from Johnny Craig. 
ISBN 978-1-68396-201-4

Atom Bomb 
Classic war comics by Wallace Wood and Harvey 
Kurtzman.  
ISBN 978-1-68396-245-8

Man and Superman 
All of Harvey Kurtzman’s non-war comics—fiction, 
crime, and horror—under one cover!  
ISBN 978-1-68396-275-5

EC Box Set, Vol. 3 
Featuring Judgment Day (Joe Orlando), Aces High 
(George Evans), Bomb Run (John Severin), and Spawn 
of Mars (Wallace Wood) 
$99.99, ISBN 978-1-68396-007-2

EC Box Set, Vol. 4 
Featuring Grave Business (Graham Ingels), Forty Wacks 
(Al Feldstein), High Cost of Dying (Reed Crandall), and 
The Living Mummy (Jack Davis) 
$99.99, ISBN 978-1-68396-246-5
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